Comprehensive two-dimensional gas chromatography (GC × GC) is used widely to separate and measure organic chemicals in complex mixtures. However, approaches to quantify analytes in real, complex samples have not been critically assessed. We quantified 7 PAHs in a certified diesel fuel using GC × GC coupled to flame ionization detector (FID), and we quantified 11 target chlorinated hydrocarbons in a lake water extract using GC × GC with electron capture detector (ECD), further confirmed qualitatively by GC × GC with electron capture negative chemical ionization time-of-flight mass spectrometer (ENCI-TOFMS). Target analyte peak volumes were determined using several existing baseline correction algorithms and peak delineation algorithms. Analyte quantifications were conducted using external standards and also using standard additions, enabling us to diagnose matrix effects. We then applied several chemometric tests to these data. We find that the choice of baseline correction algorithm and peak delineation algorithm strongly influence the reproducibility of analyte signal, error of the calibration offset, proportionality of integrated signal response, and accuracy of quantifications. Additionally, the choice of baseline correction and the peak delineation algorithm are essential for correctly discriminating analyte signal from unresolved complex mixture signal, and this is the chief consideration for controlling matrix effects during quantification. The diagnostic approaches presented here provide guidance for analyte quantification using GC × GC.
Introduction
Comprehensive two-dimensional gas chromatography (GC × GC) is used widely for the analysis of complex mixtures, as it can resolve thousands of peaks within single chromatograms [1, 2] . GC × GC has been used in the analysis of petroleum, environmental samples, foods, and biological fluids [1] . Even though GC × GC provides very good separation capacity, analyte co-elution still arises in very complex samples [3] . Analyte quantification remains challenging due to the inherent complexity of two-dimensional data and the typical presence of co-eluting (overlapping) peaks [4, 5] .
During the past decade, several investigations have quantified analytes using GC × GC data [5] . In 1998, Beens et al. introduced the notion of analyte quantification with GC × GC-FID, employing the external standard calibration method [6] . Later studies applied external standard calibration as a means to quantify small aromatic hydrocarbons in gasoline, suspected allergens in fragrances, and polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) in soil and sediment [2, [7] [8] [9] [10] . Some of these studies used internal standards to normalize the peak volumes of the target analytes [2, 7, 10] . The studies mentioned above used univariate detectors, either FID (flame ionization detector) or ECD (electron capture detector). These were important contributions to the development of quantification methods for GC × GC. However the analytes quantified in these studies were usually well-resolved peaks at high concentrations [2, [8] [9] [10] . Kallio and Hyötyläinen emphasized the necessity of well-resolved peaks in order to achieve accurate integrated peak volumes [9] . Additionally, Adahchour et al. expressed concern regarding the quality of quantifications performed on univariate data produced by GC × GC using the external standard calibration method [11] . They stated that external calibration was not suitable for quantification in cases involving poorly resolved peaks. The complexity of typical GC × GC chromatograms warrants sophisticated data processing methods [4, 5, 12, 13] . After data acquisition, analyte signal quantification involves the following major data processing tasks: baseline correction, peak detection, and peak delineation [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . To facilitate discussion of these different data processing operations, we conceptually decompose the GC × GC detector signal into four additive components ( Fig. 1 ; Eq.
(1)), defined as follows:
• The resolvable analyte signal is the signal attributed to analytes that are wholly or partly resolved by the instrument [12, 13, 17] . We do not assign a threshold of chromatographic resolution [18] to the resolvable analyte signal, since the ability to differentiate resolved signal from unresolved signal depends upon the baseline correction and peak delineation algorithms applied. In the present work, we are interested in quantifying resolvable analyte signal, or peak volume, of target analytes.
• The unresolved signal arises from chemical elutants that are not reasonably resolved from one another. This is operationally defined by the combination of baseline correction and peak delineation algorithm applied. The unresolved signal corresponds to the "chemical blank" in earlier chemometrics literature [19, 20] . The matrix effect arises from failure to discriminate properly between the unresolved signal and the resolvable analyte signal. Matrix effects are defined and explained further in Section 2.6.
• The instrument background signal is the signal produced by the instrument in the absence of sample, excluding random signal fluctuations.
• The noise is zero-mean random fluctuation of the signal, inherent to the instrument detector [4, 12] .
Distinguishing and separating these signal components is an important goal of GC × GC data processing. Since here we are focused on analyte quantification, we also define the non-analyte signal, which is the unresolved signal plus instrument background signal plus noise (Eq. (1)). The non-analyte signal is called the "constant error" in earlier chemometrics literature [21] , and this signal component can be quantified by measuring the Total Youden Blank, assuming that non-additive signal interactions (matrix interferences) are not present [19, 22] .
Total instrument signal = analyte signal +instrument background signal +unresolved signal +noise non-analyte signal (1) Throughout this article, we refer to a peak integration method as a particular combination of algorithms that leads to a unique value for the integrated resolvable analyte signal, or peak volume, attributed to a given analyte in the GC × GC chromatogram. An individual peak integration method is composed of one baseline correction algorithm combined with one peak delineation algorithm. These methods are discussed below. The term quantification method refers to a method that uniquely maps an observed peak volume to an estimated analyte concentration in an environmental sample. For this purpose, we applied both the external standard calibration method (ESM) and the standard addition calibration method (SAM) [23] [24] [25] , explained in Section 2.6.
After signal acquisition, the first step in GC × GC data processing is usually the baseline correction, which involves estimation and removal of the baseline. Here, the baseline is defined operationally as the signal that is subtracted from the total chromatogram signal before peak integration [4, 12] . The approach taken for defining the baseline may vary depending on the objective of the analyst. For example, for quantification of resolvable analytes, an appropriate baseline correction method ideally should remove the non-analyte signal component, leaving behind only the resolvable analyte signal [12, 13, 26, 27] . Alternatively, for the quantification of the sample total chemical signal, it may instead be desirable for the baseline correction method to remove only the instrument background signal component, leaving behind both the resolvable analyte signal and the unresolved signal [26, 27] .
Several strategies have been proposed for performing a baseline correction [4] . It may be appropriate to define the analytical blank as the baseline and remove this signal from the sample signal. The analytical blank is defined as a sample identical to the original sample, but excluding the analyte of interest [25] . In principle this should produce the non-analyte signal chromatogram. However it is often not possible to obtain the analytical blank [12] . Available automated algorithms offer more general approaches to estimating the baseline. The "deadband baseline" correction algorithm uses the statistical properties of white noise to define regions of the chromatogram called deadbands and then calculates and removes this signal from the chromatogram [16, 28] . The deadband baseline is intended to estimate the signal trend that would arise in the absence of chemical elutants [16] . This baseline correction algorithm thus estimates and removes the instrument background signal, but it does not remove the unresolved signal component (Fig. 1) . A second algorithm, the "local linear baseline" correction, fits a straight line to intervals as wide as the peak width within each modulation period of the GC × GC chromatogram, which is then subtracted from the total instrument signal [4] . The local linear baseline correction method thus attempts to estimate and remove the non-analyte signal (instrument background signal plus unresolved signal and noise), leaving behind the resolvable analyte signal. However, complications can arise in cases of the presence of unresolved material and low signal-to-noise ratios [12] . Finally, the Eilers algorithm takes a different approach, which is to estimate the baseline by fitting a higher order polynomial to the signal contained in each GC × GC modulation period [29] . The Eilers method thus estimates the non-analyte signal and attempts to isolate the resolvable analyte signal. Amigo et al. compared different baseline correction methods with simulated conventional GC data, including the Eilers method and the local linear baseline correction method [4] . They found that the Eilers method more accurately isolated the resolvable analyte signal in cases of overlapping peaks. In summary, existing baseline estimation methods use widely differing algorithms and assumptions. However the impact of the GC × GC baseline estimation algorithm on analyte quantification has not been extensively tested.
After baseline correction and peak detection, the peak delineation step defines the boundaries of each detected peak, thereby indicating the two-dimensional region of the GC × GC chromatogram signal that should be aggregated together for an individual peak volume [3, 4, 16] . Together, baseline correction and the peak delineation completely determine the integrated volume of a detected peak. The "two-step" and "inverted watershed" algorithms are automated approaches commonly used for peak delineation in GC × GC [12] . These two methods do not require any prior information about analyte or sample identity in order to perform the peak delineation, thus they are called automated peak delineation methods. The two-step algorithm first detects one-dimensional peaks in each individual modulation period using the first and second derivatives of the signal. In the second step, the algorithm decides which one-dimensional peaks in adjacent GC × GC modulation periods should be merged together to create a two-dimensional peak, based on a parameterized tolerance level for shifting of the peak retention time in between each modulation [3] . This is a modified version of the method developed and used for processing conventional GC chromatograms [13] . The inverted watershed algorithm, also known as the drain algorithm, finds the pixel with the locally highest intensity in each detected peak and then identifies neighboring pixels that belong to the twodimensional peak ("blob"), until it reaches the baseline [16] . In cases of complex mixtures, inaccurate delineation of the peak boundaries introduces uncertainty into the peak volume [9, 12] . Nevertheless, to our knowledge, these peak delineation approaches have not been compared for their abilities to produce accurate analyte quantifications in real samples.
There are several possible ways in which uncertainty or error may arise during these GC × GC data processing steps [12, 13, 17, 30] . The baseline correction, peak detection, and peak delineation are all important sources of uncertainty [12, 13, 17] . Vivó-Truyols et al. and Latha et al. both evaluated errors arising during the peak detection step [14, 31] . Taken together, these two studies find that for complex samples, the commonly utilized algorithms have a high probability of failure during peak detection, suggesting that further developments are needed. Another important source of error is the peak delineation step [12, 32, 33] . The two-step algorithm can exhibit sensitivity to peak tailing in the second dimension and to irregularities in the peak shape within each modulation [12, 32] . This may lead to inaccurate definition of the peak boundaries and resulting peak volumes [32] . Additionally, this algorithm may be sensitive to the peak width in the second dimension [32] . In some cases this was found to cause up to 80% error in the volume of the peak. The inverted watershed peak delineation algorithm has been found to be adversely affected by high level of noise and by overlapping peaks, leading to errors in the defined peak boundaries such as split peaks [12, 17] .
To our knowledge, no published study has yet evaluated currently available baseline correction and peak delineation algorithms for their ability to produce reliable analyte quantifications from univariate GC × GC chromatograms of real, complex samples. In order to address this need, we performed an assessment and comparison of several different peak integration algorithms that have been developed for GC × GC.
Methods

Chemicals
We used a PAH standard mixture (EPA Method 8310 PAH mixture) that contained 18 polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons in dichloromethane (DCM) solvent, purchased from Restek Switzerland. We also used a certified diesel fuel ("certified PAHs in diesel"), consisting of a solution of two PAH-free, synthetic, light diesel fuels combined with known concentrations of 7 PAHs in DCM. The certified diesel fuel was provided by Restek Switzerland ( Table 1 ). An analytical PCB standard mixture and an organochlorinated pesticide standard mixture both were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Switzerland. The PCB standard mixture consisted of a 1 g L −1 solution of each of 11 PCBs in hexane and the organochlorinated pesticide standard mixture contained 0.1 g L −1 of each of 18 pesticides in hexane (Table 1) . Pesticide grade hexane and ACS grade pentane were obtained from VWR Switzerland.
Standards preparation for the external standard calibration method (ESM)
The PAH standard mixture was diluted in hexane by a factor of 250, resulting in a 2 mg L −1 solution in hexane, which was considered the stock solution for the six-level ESM. Dilutions were used to create six concentration levels (0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 1.5 and 2 mg L −1 ), with three replicates at each concentration level. All concentration levels were prepared in 200 L of hexane. We generated a chlorinated hydrocarbon standard mixture by performing a 100-fold dilution of the purchased PCB standards mixture and a 10-fold dilution of organochlorinated pesticide standards mixture in hexane. The resulting stock solution had a concentration of 0.01 g L −1 of each PCB and each organochlorinated pesticide, and this solution was used for the preparation of five concentration levels (0.0005, 0.001, 0.002, 0.005 and 0.01 g L −1 ), with three replicates at each chlorinated hydrocarbon concentration level.
Sample preparation for the standard addition method (SAM)
A 10-fold diluted solution of the certified diesel fuel, in hexane, was spiked with the PAH standards mixture to generate five amendment levels of 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4 mg L −1 of each PAH. Three replicates were prepared at each addition level. This enabled us to create a five-level standard addition with three replicates at each PAH concentration level.
A sample of lake water extract, taken to represent the dissolved fraction of hydrophobic organic pollutants in the water column of Lake Geneva, was collected as follows. Sampling was performed by deploying a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) passive sampler (10 cm × 1 cm × 0.05 cm) in the lake for a period of one month. Extraction was performed by shaking the PDMS strip in 20 mL pentane for 8 h, three consecutive times, subsequently combining the resulting 60 mL of pentane, and then switching the solvent to hexane. No clean-up step was included in the extraction process. The final volume of environmental extract was reduced to 3 mL of hexane using a rotary evaporator (Buchi R210 Switzerland). Fifteen equal aliquots of 100 L of the lake sample extract were prepared, and three of them were brought to a final volume of 200 L with hexane. The other 12 aliquots were spiked with different volumes of the 0.01 g L −1 chlorinated hydrocarbon standard mixture and then brought to a final volume of 200 L with hexane. This procedure enabled us to create a standard addition of the concentration levels 0, 0.0005, 0.001, 0.002 and 0.005 g L −1 for each Table 1 Complete list of target analytes considered in this investigation and their GC × GC-FID and GC × GC-ECD retention times (tr) in the first and the second dimensions.
Abbreviation
Compound nd" refers to a chemical that was not detected in the lake water extract using GC × GC-ENCI-TOFMS. b "Detected" refers to a compound having confirmed presence in the lake water extract with GC × GC-ENCI-TOFMS. chlorinated hydrocarbon, with three replicates at each chlorinated hydrocarbon addition level.
Sample analysis by GC × GC-ECD, GC × GC-FID, and GC × GC-ENCI-TOFMS
GC × GC-ECD and GC × GC-FID measurements were carried out on a Leco Corp instrument equipped with a modified Agilent 7890A GC system having a split/splitless injector, a dual-stage quadruplejet modulator, and both ECD and FID detectors. column (Restek, USA) as the second dimension. Helium was the carrier gas, and methane was used as the ionization agent. The temperature program and other instrument settings are reported in Section S1 of Supporting Information.
Protocol for positive confirmation of chlorinated hydrocarbon target analytes with GC × GC-ENCI-TOFMS
The presence of chlorinated hydrocarbon target analytes was confirmed in the lake water extract using GC × GC-ENCI-TOFMS. The confirmation procedure was carried out by comparing the external standards chromatogram to the sample chromatogram analyzed under the same chromatographic conditions. The lake water extract and the chlorinated hydrocarbon standards mixture (0.01 g L −1 ) were both analyzed with GC × GC-ENCI-TOFMS. The resulting chromatograms were baseline corrected over each recorded m/z value using the deadband baseline correction method [16] . Chromatograms were then processed with GC Image software, which produces a unique mass spectrum for each detected chromatographic peak by averaging the mass spectra of all the pixels within the delineated boundaries of the two-dimensional peak. The laboratory quality assurance protocol developed by the European Union requires the monitoring of a minimum of two m/z values for each compound in order to meet the conformity criteria for structure identification [34] . Previous investigation of inter-laboratory variations in the fragmentation pattern and ion intensity ratios from ENCI indicated that ion intensity ratios are unreliable parameters for analyte identification, particularly in the case of TOFMS [35] . Therefore, we focused on the m/z values rather than the ion intensity ratios. We extracted three m/z values from the averaged spectrum of each standard peak of the external standard chromatogram. These three m/z values included the molecular ion, if available, and the two (or three) expected fragments for each standard [35, 36] . We compared the selected m/z values of the external standard peak to the mass spectrum of the same chromatographic peak in the lake water extract chromatogram. We considered a target analyte to have confirmed presence in the lake water extract when the chromatographic peak of the target analyte occurred inside of the expected GC × GC retention time window (±12.1 s in the first dimension and ±0.1 s in the second dimension) and all the three expected m/z values were present in the suspected peak of the sample chromatogram. When assigning a match of m/z values, we allowed a tolerance of ±2 mmu between the m/z value of the external standard and m/z value of the sample peak. A similar structure identification procedure has been used previously for the detection of trace level halogenated compounds in environmental samples using GC-ENCI-quadrupole mass spectrometry [37] [38] [39] .
Analyte peak integration methods
The algorithms that we chose to evaluate were selected based on their availability and technical compatibility. We used ChromaTOF (Leco Corporation) implementations of the local linear baseline algorithm and two-step peak delineation algorithm [13, 32] . We used the GC Image (GC Image, LLC [28] ) implementations of the deadband baseline algorithm and inverted watershed peak delineation algorithm [16, 28] . We also applied the Eilers baseline estimation algorithm [29] , implemented in Matlab (R2010.10.b, Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA) [40] . Based on the inter-compatibility of data formats accepted by the different software packages, we tried several different combinations of baseline algorithms and peak delineation algorithms, and this is summarized in Table 2 . However some data format incompatibilities precluded some combinations, as explained in Section 2.5.2 below. We also applied an in-house algorithm for peak integration described in a previous publication [26] .
This quantification assessment was performed using both univariate FID and ECD data. We did not consider the integration of multivariate (i.e., mass spectral) detector data, which is discussed elsewhere [12, 41] .
Baseline estimation algorithms
Several baseline estimation algorithms were compared. For the local linear, deadband, and Eilers baseline algorithms, the baseline correction step was conducted before the peak delineation step. Thus the baseline estimation step was operationally independent of the peak delineation step. However the peak delineation results are dependent on the baseline estimation method used.
We used default settings for the parameters of the linear local correction method, applied via ChromaTOF, and the deadband baseline correction method, implemented via GC Image (see Section S3 in Supporting Information). The Eilers baseline correction was carried out using Matlab code developed by Eilers [29] . The three baseline parameters are , p and d. We chose the recommended values of 0.02 and 2 for p and d, respectively [29] . For the major parameter , which defines the aggressiveness of the algorithm, a recommended value is not given, and we tried three different values: 10 6.5 , 10 5 and 10 4 . Low values (10 4 ) lead to an aggressive baseline estimation, whereas high values (10 6.5 ) lead to a more conservative baseline.
Peak delineation and peak integration
Baseline-corrected chromatograms were analyzed using both the two-step (ChromaTOF) and inverted watershed (GC Image) peak delineation algorithms. Each peak integration method was defined as a single combination of a baseline estimation algorithm and a peak delineation algorithm. We denote peak integration methods with a shorthand abbreviation of two capital letters, where the first letter represents the baseline estimation method and the second letter represents the peak delineation algorithm (Table 2) . Technical compatibilities allowed the following combinations: the local linear baseline algorithm was applied together with the two-step and inverted watershed peak delineation algorithms, leading to the LT and LI peak integration methods. The deadband baseline algorithm and Eilers baseline algorithm were each applied together with the inverted watershed algorithm, leading to the DI and EI peak integration methods. Data importation limitations of the ChromaTOF package precluded us from accessing its two-step peak delineation algorithm with chromatograms that had been baseline corrected with the deadband algorithm or Eilers algorithm. For the assignment of analyte peaks in GC × GC chromatograms, we employed the automated peak matching algorithm implemented in GC Image [42] , as explained in detail in Section S4 of Supporting Information.
We also applied an algorithm developed in our group that optimizes a local linear baseline fitted simultaneously with the optimization of a Gaussian function to describe the analyte signal [26] . We called the algorithm "Gaussian-peak fit", denoted LG. It should be noted that the implementation of the local linear baseline in the LG algorithm is not equivalent to the local linear baseline algorithm in ChromaTOF. However for ease of presentation we have grouped both these algorithms together under the notation "L". Since the Gaussian-peak fit baseline and peak delineation are optimized simultaneously, their present implementations are not easily interchanged with baseline and peak delineation algorithms in the other software programs. The LG algorithm can be applied to well-resolved peaks but may give poor results or convergence failure for co-eluting peaks. The LG algorithm has been applied previously to the integration of resolved hopane peaks in GC × GC chromatograms of petroleum mixtures [26, 27] . The LG algorithm parameters are described in Supporting Information Section S5. In this study, we applied the LG algorithm to peak integration of PAHs in the certified diesel fuel. However, for many of the chlorinated hydrocarbons in the lake water extract, the LG algorithm suffered convergence problems and hence these results are not reported.
Analyte quantification methods
After we applied the peak integration methods to the GC × GC-FID and GC × GC-ECD chromatograms, we quantified target analytes using the external standard calibration method (ESM) and also the standard addition calibration method (SAM). These calculations and related data analysis were carried out using Matlab [40] . We preferred the use of SAM instead of internal standard (IS) normalization. The IS method assumes that the matrix effect is similar for both the IS and the target analyte [43] . However the SAM re-normalizes the chromatogram for each target analyte using the analyte itself [23, 24] .
Analyte quantification using the external standard calibration method
The ESM is performed by recording the analyte signal at several different levels of injected standard concentration, in the absence of the sample matrix. We assumed a linear model [24, 25] : Peak integration methods used for GC × GC chromatogram analysis. Each peak integration method is composed of a combination of a baseline estimation algorithm (columns) and a peak delineation algorithm (rows). where y is the peak volume of the analyte, x is the concentration of the injected standard, b ESM is the slope (instrument sensitivity) and e ESM is the offset, which may be interpreted as the error associated with quantification of the analyte in the absence of sample matrix [44] . The offset can be considered negligible if zero lies within the confidence interval of the offset [23] . This corresponds to the assumption that the analytical signal is zero when the analyte's concentration is zero [25] . In the present study we included the offset in the quantification even if the offset was statistically equivalent to zero [45] . In order to estimate the concentration of a chemical in the sample, the analytical signal of the sample should be interpolated using:
where y 0 is the integrated analyte signal in the sample, and x 0 is the estimated concentration of the analyte in the sample using the ESM. The ESM model is shown schematically in Fig. S1 . The ESM does not account for matrix effects, by design [24, 44, 46] . However, in a complex sample, matrix effect is one of the most common problems [19, 47] . PAH analytes in the certified diesel fuel were quantified using a six-level ESM with three replicates at each concentration level. Chlorinated hydrocarbons in the lake water extract were quantified using a five-level ESM with three replicates at each concentration level.
Analyte quantification with the standard addition calibration method and diagnosis of matrix effects
The matrix effect is defined as a change in apparent instrument sensitivity (b) that arises when the analyte is measured in a complex sample compared to when it is measured as a pure standard [25, 44, 48] . In the context of analyte quantification with GC × GC, the matrix effect arises from failure of the peak integration method to correctly distinguish the intended analyte signal from the unresolved signal of the sample (Fig. 1) . The matrix effect assumes that the apparent instrument sensitivity is not dependent on changes in analyte concentration. This requirement is consistent with the assumed additivity of the signal components defined in Eq. (1). Matrix effects confound quantification by the ESM. However matrix effects can be corrected using the standard addition method (SAM) [23, 25] , which is an in situ re-normalization of the apparent analyte signal [22, 48] .
The model for the standard addition method is:
where b SAM is the slope of the SAM, x is the added concentration of an analyte to the sample, and f is the offset of the SAM. The SAM offset, f, represents the integrated analyte signal in the sample, y 0 , plus the uncertainty of the SAM model, e SAM :
In Eq. (5), e SAM is attributed to the sum of the uncertainty of f (e f ) and the uncertainty of y 0 (e y0 ). In general, however, it is not possible to distinguish e f from e y0 , and it is also not possible to diagnose the presence of incorrigible errors in e SAM [20, 21, 49] . Therefore the magnitude of e SAM is taken as a measure of overall uncertainty of the integrated analyte signal of the original sample.
In order to quantify the chemical of interest in the sample, the standard addition model is used via:
where x 0 is the SAM estimate of the analyte concentration in the sample. The SAM model is shown schematically in Fig. S2 . For PAH analytes in the certified diesel fuel and for chlorinated hydrocarbon analytes in the lake water extract, we performed a SAM that included four spike levels plus the unspiked sample, with three replicates at each level. Eq. (4) was fitted to the SAM data for each analyte, and Eq. (6) was used for the quantification. The native analyte concentration and the integrated analyte signal of the unspiked sample are denoted x 0 and y 0 , respectively.
Finally, non-additive interactions between the different signal components can also affect the analyte quantification. The term matrix interference is used to describe a change in apparent instrument sensitivity that is dependent on both the analyte concentration and the presence of sample matrix [21, 25, 50] . This represents a non-additive interaction between the sample matrix and the analyte, which contradicts the additivity of signal components assumed by Eq. (1) [19, 21, 50] . In the present study we did not correct for the presence of matrix interferences. However, we did diagnose for matrix interferences, which is discussed further in Section 2.7.2.
Chemometric tests used to assess the peak integration methods
Several chemometric tests were applied in order to compare the performance of the different peak integration methods described in Section 2.5. The results of these tests were used to make inferences about sources of uncertainty in the analyte quantification. This allowed us to compare and assess different combinations of baseline estimation algorithms and peak delineation algorithms as applied to analyte quantification in real, complex samples.
Test of reproducibility of integrated analyte signal
To evaluate the uncertainty in measured analyte concentration associated with the sample dilution operation and run-to-run instrument variability, we defined the relative standard error statistic as [33] :
where RSE is the relative error of the signal from the injected replicates, y i is the integrated analyte signal (peak volume) of each replicate i at a given external standard concentration level or standard addition concentration level, y= n i=1 y i /n is the average peak volume of the three replicates at each concentration level, and n is the number of replicates at the external standard or standard addition concentration level [45] .
Test of proportionality of the integrated signal response
The analyte quantification methods employed here, ESM and SAM, both rely on linear instrument response to changes in analyte concentration [18, 24, 25] . The two detectors utilized in this study were FID and ECD, which produce a linear and additive signal from zero until the saturation point [51] [52] [53] . We confirmed that we remained in the linear range of raw detector output. However, the integrated signal assigned to an analyte may exhibit non-linear response due to shortcomings in the applied baseline correction and peak delineation algorithms. Thus, when signal non-proportionality was observed for injected standards, we interpret this as biased calibration [50] arising from poor handling of baseline and peak delineation [12, 32, 33] . When we observed non-proportionality in real samples, we interpret this as apparent matrix interference arising from errors in baseline correction and peak delineation. Matrix interferences and biased calibration are not easy to detect and are considered as incorrigible error [49, 50] .
We used the following definition of an average response factor (ARF) to evaluate proportional response of injected standards:
where y m and y l are the integrated analyte signals at x m and x l levels of concentration, respectively; n is number of the levels of concentration; m and l are the indices for different levels of concentration, where m > l; and e ESM is the offset of the external standard method (Figs. S3 and S4). Eq. (8) is defined such that x m is larger than x l for each combination of l and m that is considered in the summation. ARF represents an average of the response factor over all combinations of concentration levels used in the ESM. A good peak integration algorithm should result in an average response factor close to one. A value of ARF < 1 indicates an insufficient integrated signal response (under-response) with increasing injected analyte mass, whereas ARF > 1 indicates exaggerated signal response (over-response) with increasing injected analyte mass. Eq. (8) was considered as a diagnostic for biased calibration that arises from errors in baseline correction or peak delineation.
For standard addition data, we used the following modification to Eq. (8) to assess the proportionality of signal response:
where f is the offset of the SAM (Eq. (4)). The indices of Eq. (9) are explained in Fig. S4 . In both Eqs. (8) and (9), the ARF is a unitless value representing the extent of agreement with perfect proportionality, which is given by a ARF value equal to one. Eq. (9) was viewed as a diagnostic for matrix interference arising from problems with baseline correction or peak delineation.
Tests of relative error for the ESM offset and the SAM offset
The magnitude of the ESM offset is interpreted to reflect the uncertainty introduced by the calibration method into the quantification [24, 25, 49] . A non-zero offset can result from a poor baseline correction or peak delineation, particularly in the case of complex samples [45, 54] . In order to produce an offset equal to zero, an integration algorithm should accurately isolate the resolved analyte signal from the chromatogram non-analyte signal. Thus we evaluated the relative offset error, defined as:
where e rel,ESM is the offset error in %, y 0 is the integrated analyte signal in the sample, and e ESM is the offset of the ESM. The e rel,ESM statistic provides an estimate of the relative uncertainty of the analyte concentration as determined by the ESM, assuming no matrix effect. A value of e rel,ESM > 50% was operationally defined as an indication that the external standard peak volumes were inadequate for the quantification. The SAM offset, f, is an estimate of the integrated analyte signal in the sample, y 0 , plus the uncertainty of the standard addition model, e SAM (Eq. (5)). The discrepancy between the observed analyte signal for the unspiked sample (y 0 ) and the SAM offset (f) represents a measure of the uncertainty (e SAM ) introduced into the quantification by the standard addition model (Eq. (11)) [25, 44] . We defined the SAM relative offset error as the ratio of the offset error divided by y 0 :
where f has been determined using only the spiked samples and y 0 is the integrated instrument signal for the unspiked sample in the SAM. Ideally, the offset, f, should equal the integrated instrument signal, y 0 . Thus an accurate peak integration method should give a e rel,SAM value close to zero. We used the e rel,SAM as a diagnostic for the adequacy of the SAM for the quantification of the target analytes. If e rel,SAM >50% for a given target analyte, we considered that the SAM was inadequate for the quantification of that target analyte.
2.7.4. Assessment of the change in apparent instrument sensitivity induced by the matrix Matrix effects change the apparent instrument sensitivity for an analyte, where the sensitivity is defined as the slope of the line describing the increase in analyte signal with increasing analyte concentration [21, 24, 25, 44, 55] . For a given analyte, the slope of the ESM indicates instrument sensitivity in the absence of matrix, whereas the slope of the SAM indicates instrument sensitivity in the presence of matrix [23] . Cardone defined the proportional error factor as a way to diagnose and compensate for matrix effects [22] :
The value of P represents the change in apparent instrument sensitivity caused by the matrix effect [24] . Thus a peak integration method that avoids the introduction of matrix effects will produce a P factor close to 1. The significance of P / = 1 can be established by evaluating the P confidence interval [23] . Cardone suggested a practical way to perform the so-called P correction, in which the analyte is quantified by correcting the ESM results for matrix effects [21] :
Results and discussion
We conducted a comparative assessment of peak integration methods using a suite of target analytes evaluated in two Fig. 2 . GC × GC-FID chromatograms of (a) the PAH standard mixture and (b) the certified diesel fuel. Both chromatograms have been baseline corrected using the deadband method [28] . The black rectangle shows a subregion of the chromatogram that is expanded in Fig. 4 . different types of complex environmental samples with two different types of instrument detectors. These were: (1) 7 PAHs that had been added to a certified diesel fuel and analyzed using GC × GC-FID (Figs. 2 and 3) ; and (2) 29 chlorinated hydrocarbons, including both PCBs and chlorinated pesticides, that were analyzed in a water column extract from Lake Geneva using GC × GC-ECD (Figs. 3 and 4 and Table 1 ). These analytes were quantified using both the external standard method and the standard addition method. Additionally, both the chlorinated hydrocarbon standards and the lake water extract were further analyzed by GC × GC-ENCI-TOFMS (Fig. 5) . This latter analysis enabled a qualitative confirmation of the presence of chlorinated hydrocarbon target analytes in the lake water extract.
Several chemometric tests (Sections 2.6 and 2.7) were applied to the analyte peak volume data obtained from both GC × GC-FID and GC × GC-ECD measurements. For each test, we report either mean results or else the frequency with which the test result falls within an acceptable interval. The maximum or minimum values of each chemometric test were also viewed as representing the "worst case" performance for the considered samples. Finally, we conducted Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of variance [56] on the results of each test. The Kruskal-Wallis method produces a non-parametric statistic that indicates whether the median test results can be considered as meaningfully different among the different peak integration methods, expressed as a p value or significance level. A finding of p < 0.05 indicates that at least two of the peak integration methods give significantly Fig. 3 . GC × GC-ECD chromatograms of (a) the chlorinated hydrocarbon standard mixture and (b) the lake water extract. Both chromatograms have been baseline corrected using the deadband method [28] . The highlighted rectangle shows a subregion of the chromatogram that is expanded in Fig. 4. different test results. For each chemometric test, we computed the Kruskal-Wallis statistic of the test residuals after subtracting the mean test value of all peak integration methods for each analyte.
3.1. Successful detection and integration of target analytes, and resulting signal-to-noise ratios All of the peak integration methods successfully integrated the analyte signal of the 7 PAH standards and the 29 chlorinated hydrocarbon standards for all concentration levels of external standard chromatograms. Additionally, all of the integration methods detected and integrated the 7 PAH analytes having confirmed presence in the certified diesel fuel analyzed by GC × GC-FID. However, not all 29 chlorinated hydrocarbon target analytes were detected in the GC × GC-ECD chromatograms of the lake water extract (Table 3) .
Unsuccessful integrations of analytes in GC × GC-ECD chromatograms of the lake water sample were diagnosed as: failure to detect the analyte peak; delineation of an incoherent peak; or convergence failure of the algorithm. These problems were attributed to the presence of unresolved signal overlapping with the analyte signal. For example, octachlorobiphenyl (std29), which had retention times of 84.88 min in the first dimension and 2.44 s in the second dimension, fell in a region of significantly elevated signal that often appears in ECD chromatograms of PDMS extract. None of the peak integration methods were able to integrate this peak. These omissions affected 13 chlorinated hydrocarbon analytes for the LT, LI, DI, and EI peak integration methods, leaving us with 16 analytes that were successfully detected and integrated in all lake water extract chromatograms using these methods. However if we detected an analyte in all concentration levels of the standard addition except the unspiked sample, we still included that analyte for subsequent data analysis. The LG method exhibited failure to converge for most (18 out of 29) of the chlorinated hydrocarbon analytes in the lake water extract. This mostly occurs due to overlapping peaks, which the algorithm is not designed to handle. The lake water extract and the chlorinated hydrocarbon standards also were analyzed by high mass accuracy GC × GC-ENCI-TOFMS (Fig. 5) . The highly sensitive soft chemical ionization enabled us to detect the molecular ion and/or fragment ions of trace level chlorinated hydrocarbon target analytes in the lake water extract [35, 36, 57, 58] . To our knowledge, the present work is the first to publish the use of GC × GC coupled to TOFMS with negative chemical ionization. GC × GC-ENCI-TOFMS analysis enabled us to confirm the presence of 17 out of 29 target analytes in the lake water extract. Our inability to confirm the presence of the remaining 12 target analytes in the lake water extract was attributed either to the absence of these analytes in the lake water extract or to the detection limits of GC × GC-ENCI-TOFMS, which has lower sensitivity than GC × GC-ECD. For all 17 detected chlorinated hydrocarbons, we observed agreement to within ±2 mmu for at least three m/z values when comparing the external standard spectrum with the sample spectrum of the same analyte peak (see Section 2.4.1).
Several target analytes that had been confirmed in the lake water extract (via GC × GC-ENCI-TOFMS) were also successfully detected and integrated in GC × GC-ECD chromatograms. The inverted watershed algorithm (LI, DI, EI ) resulted in the highest number of GC × GC-ECD integrated peaks that were also confirmed by GC × GC-ENCI-TOFMS, depending on the baseline correction algorithm used (Table 3) . For example, the DI method detected and successfully integrated 24 of the 29 target analytes. Of these 24 analytes, 15 were separately confirmed by GC × GC-ENCI-TOFMS, and the remaining 9 were not found by GC × GC-ENCI-TOFMS. This also means that the DI algorithm failed to find 2 of the 17 analytes that had been confirmed by GC × GC-ENCI-TOFMS. The LT and LG peak integration methods produced lower numbers of successfully detected and integrated chlorinated hydrocarbon target analytes that had confirmed presence in the lake water sample.
In subsequent chemometric tests (Section 3.2), we considered only the chlorinated hydrocarbon analytes that had confirmed presence and that were successfully integrated in GC × GC-ECD chromatograms using the LT, LI, DI, and EI peak integration methods. We evaluated all five peak integration methods for 7 PAHs in the GC × GC-FID chromatograms of the certified diesel fuel, and we evaluated four of the algorithms (LT, LI, DI, EI ) for the 11 confirmed chlorinated hydrocarbon analytes that were successfully integrated in GC × GC-ECD chromatograms of the lake water extract. We neglected consideration of the LG method applied to the chlorinated hydrocarbon analytes, due to the low success rate of this method with the lake water extract matrix.
For the thus selected 18 successfully integrated target analytes (7 PAHs and 11 confirmed chlorinated hydrocarbons), we computed signal-to-noise ratios of analyte peaks for the sample chromatograms and also for chromatograms of the lowest concentration level of the external standard. A signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) >10 guarantees that the integrated analyte signal is larger than the instrument Limit of Quantification (LOQ) [23] . The S/N was computed with GC Image, using the ratio of the absolute signal value, measured at the apex of the peak, to the white noise level as measured by the deadband baseline. We found values of S/N >100 for the lowest concentration level of all 7 PAH standards (0.1 mg L −1 ) and all 11 chlorinated hydrocarbon standards (0.0005 g L −1 ). Additionally, we found S/N > 100 for these same 7 PAHs in the diesel fuel and 11 chlorinated hydrocarbon peaks in the lake water extract. Thus the integrated signal was larger than the instrument LOQ for all target analytes that were considered in subsequent chemometric assessments (Section 3.2).
Quantitative performance assessment of peak integration methods
Based on the results discussed in Section 3.1, we conducted several chemometric tests on peak volumes produced by the different peak integration methods. We considered GC × GC-FID data of 7 PAH analytes in the certified diesel fuel and GC × GC-ECD data of 11 confirmed chlorinated hydrocarbon analytes in the lake water extract. The PAH standards have been introduced into the certified diesel mixture in known quantities, hence their concentrations are known a priori. This enabled a side-by-side assessment of the quantification accuracy of these PAHs for the different peak integration methods that we tested. The lake water extract offered the opportunity to further test the same peak integration methods, but in a more realistic context where the target analyte concentrations in the matrix are not known.
Reproducibility of the integrated peak volume over replicate injections
A reliable peak integration method should provide quantitatively reproducible peak volumes when applied to multiple analyses of the same standard or sample. The observed variability in analyte peak volumes for replicate injection samples provides a lower bound on the quantitative reliability of a peak integration method. Hence we viewed the relative standard error (%) of the peak volume, RSE (Eq. (7)), as a prime indicator of the skill of a peak integration method.
External standard chromatograms allowed us to evaluate replicate variability of peak volumes under the best chromatographic circumstances, where analyte peaks are well-separated, wellshaped, and unimpeded by matrix effects (Table 4) . Under these conditions, some peak integration methods produced more reliable peak volumes than others for the test set of 18 external standard peaks. The EI 4 method gave the most repeatable peak volumes overall, with average RSE values of 5.7% for PAHs and 8.9% for chlorinated hydrocarbons (Figs. S5 and S6) . The LG method performed comparably to the EI 4 method for the PAH standard set. The other peak integration methods, including LT, LI, EI 6.5 , EI 5 , and DI, performed less well than EI 4 for the PAH standards. For chlorinated hydrocarbon analytes, the peak integration methods produced results that were comparable to each other, with the exception of the LI method, which produced poor repeatability for the lowest concentration level of std6 due to slight tailing in the second dimension. The Kruskal-Wallis statistic indicates that differences in RSE values given by different peak integration methods are significant, with p < 0.01 for both the PAH standard set and the chlorinated hydrocarbon standards set (Table 4 ). For chlorinated hydrocarbon standards, RSE values were inversely correlated to concentration level for all peak integration methods (Fig. S6 ). This suggests intuitively that the analyte signal was increasingly difficult to separate from instrument noise with decreasing injected standard concentration level.
When confronted with a complex environmental sample, none of the peak integration methods produced quantitatively repeatable volumes (e.g., RSE ≤ 20%) for all target analytes. PAHs in the diesel fuel were reasonably separated from the hydrocarbon unresolved complex mixture, and for these compounds all peak integration methods gave good results, with average RSE values ranging from 2.5 to 3.8%. However, the peak volumes of target chlorinated hydrocarbons in the lake sample matrix proved more difficult, with average RSE values ranging from 7.9% (EI 6.5 ) to 17.5% (DI), depending on the method. Again, the EI 4 peak integration method appeared to perform the best overall, with average RSE values of 2.5% for PAHs in the certified diesel fuel and 8.2% for chlorinated hydrocarbons in the lake water extract. The peak integration methods EI 4 and EI 5 gave reliable peak volume repeatability for all of the chlorinated hydrocarbon target analytes except for std26 in the unspiked lake water sample chromatogram. For this peak, EI 4 and EI 5 gave RSE values of 43.9% and 51.9%, respectively, and this appeared to be due to co-elution with unresolved signal. All of the peak integration methods produced a large RSE (%) value for std26 in the unspiked lake sample, which demonstrates the challenge of complex samples for these methods. Compared to the EI methods, other peak integration methods performed less well, with the DI method producing the highest average RSE value (17.5%) and highest maximum RSE value (89.7%), again arising from std26. For chlorinated hydrocarbons in the lake water extract, differences in RSE values given by different peak integration methods were significant, characterized by a Kruskal-Wallis statistic of p <0.01. Among most of the methods, the largest peak volume variability appeared to arise from improper demarcation of the baseline and co-elution between the target analyte signal and the unresolved signal.
The reproducibility of the integrated peak volume provides a direct measure of the ability of the peak integration method to handle slight changes in analyte peak shape from one chromatogram to another. Overall, the EI 4 and EI 5 peak integration methods were consistently found to produce the most repeatable peak volumes for external standards and also for analytes in environmental samples, irrespective of the detector type (FID or ECD). Other methods performed less well. The sharp contrast in performances of the EI and DI methods, especially in the presence of unresolved complex mixture, illustrates the importance of using an appropriate baseline method for achieving reproducible integration of the resolvable analyte signal. These two peak integration methods use the same peak delineation algorithm (inverted watershed) and differ only in baseline algorithm.
Proportional response of integrated peak volume with respect to injected analyte concentration
For the analyte concentrations explored here, both the FID and ECD detectors were expected to produce linear response. Hence the peak volume of a target analyte should increase proportionally with increasing injected analyte mass, once zeroed to the offset. To evaluate the ability of peak integration methods to faithfully produce proportional response across different concentration levels, we computed the average response factor statistic, ARF, for both external standard signal data (Eq. (8)) and standard addition signal data (Eq. (9)).
The EI peak integration methods produced the best analyte signal proportionality results for external standard data. These methods produced average response factor values of Table 4 Average and maximum relative standard error (RSE %) of integrated peak volumes for each peak integration method, computed using Eq. (7) for different sample sets. The peak integration method acronyms are explained in Table 2 0.9 < ARF < 1.1 for all 7 PAH standards and all 11 chlorinated hydrocarbon standards (Table 5 , Figs. S7 and S8). The LT algorithm performed only slightly less well. Other algorithms performed well for most standards, but the DI and LI methods both produced aberrant ARF values of 1.39 and −0.53, respectively, for std6. At the higher standard concentration levels, the DI method apparently failed to delineate the peak boundaries correctly, splitting this peak into two parts. Consistent with the ARF results, integrated analyte signal exhibited a strong linear correlation with injected concentration in most cases, revealing squared correlation coefficient values of r 2 > 0.98 for all methods and all standards, with the exception of the DI method applied to std6. All peak integration methods gave good analyte signal proportionality results for standard addition data of the 7 PAHs in diesel fuel, finding 0.9 < ARF < 1.1 for all of these analytes (Table 5 ).
These peaks were reasonably well-separated from the hydrocarbon unresolved complex mixture. However the peak integration methods had more difficulty with chlorinated hydrocarbon analytes in the lake water extract, where several analytes co-eluted with unresolved signal. The EI 5 and EI 4 methods produced 0.9 < ARF < 1.1 for the largest number of analytes, compared to other methods. However these two methods gave inflated ARF values for both std13 and std15, attributed to difficulty handling peak tailing in both the first and second dimensions. Other peak integration methods gave poorer signal proportionality results for chlorinated hydrocarbon standard addition data. For example, the LI peak integration method resulted in negative ARF values of −1.75 and −1.07 for std6 and std26. Both of these peaks were slightly tailed in the second dimension and also overlapped with unresolved signal. In these cases, the inverted watershed Table 5 Average response factor (ARF) statistics for the peak integration methods, for different sample sets, based on Eqs. (8) and (9) . The peak integration method acronyms are explained in Table 2 The average absolute value and maximum magnitude of the relative offset error (%) (e rel,ESM and e rel,SAM , Eqs. (10) and (11)), and the number of analytes with relative offset error below 50%, for each peak integration method. The peak integration method acronyms are explained in algorithm split the tail into a separate peak, a behavior that has been previously documented for this delineation method [12] . These outcomes can be viewed as matrix interferences that arise from difficulty in handling the baseline and/or peak delineation. This problem also affected the standard addition offset for these peaks, as discussed in the next section. Similar problems were observed for handling of std6 by the DI peak integration method, leading artifactually to a negative slope for the standard addition of this analyte. The ARF test demonstrates the importance of the peak integration method for obtaining the correct apparent signal response to concentration variation. We interpreted non-proportional signal response as an indication that the peak integration method was unable to properly delineate the resolvable analyte signal from the unresolved signal, and this was viewed as a matrix interference (Section 2.7.2). The peak integration methods that appeared least affected were EI 4 and EI 5 . The contrast between the performances of EI and other methods demonstrates the importance of both the baseline correction and peak delineation for obtaining correct apparent signal response behavior.
Magnitude of the offset as an indicator of fidelity of the peak integration method
The magnitudes of the relative offset errors, e rel,ESM and e rel,SAM , provide information about the extent to which the resolvable analyte signal has been correctly isolated from the instrument background signal and the unresolved signal. These metrics are given by Eqs. (10) and (11) . The relative offset errors also indicate the adequacy of the quantification method for concentration estimation of analytes. We defined a relative offset error (e rel,ESM or e rel,SAM ) value of > 50% as indicating that the approach is unreliable for quantification of that analyte in that sample.
For external standard data, the relative offset errors were varied, with e rel,ESM values ranging from −0.48% for PAH2 (with method EI 4 ) to 361% for std26 (with method LI). However some peak integration methods consistently produced smaller offset errors than others (Table 6 ). The EI 4 , DI, and LG peak integration methods provided low average e rel,ESM values and also low maximum e rel,ESM values for the PAH standard set, compared to other methods. Among the PAH standards, PAH7 led to the worst relative offset error results for all peak integration methods. This may have arisen because PAH7 was at a lower concentration in the diesel fuel (0.05 mg L −1 ) than the other target PAH analytes. The EI and LI methods produced the lowest average e rel,ESM values and lowest maximum e rel,ESM values for the chlorinated hydrocarbon standards. The EI and LI methods also produced the highest number of analytes having e rel,ESM < 50% for both the PAH standard set and chlorinated hydrocarbon standard set. Hence these two peak integration methods enabled the quantification of a larger number of analytes than did the other methods. Among the chlorinated hydrocarbon standards, the LT method gave an especially poor e rel,ESM value of 361% for std9. For this standard the LT method produced a small y 0 value compared to all the other peak integration methods, attributed to the co-elution of unresolved signal with this peak. The two-step algorithm, which is sensitive to the peak width in the second dimension, appeared to define inappropriate boundaries of std9 in the lake water extract chromatogram. The LT method also produced the largest number of analytes having e rel,ESM > 50% in the lake water extract; these analytes were thus considered nonquantifiable.
All peak integration methods gave standard addition relative offset errors, e rel,SAM , that were < 50% for all 7 target PAHs in diesel fuel (Table 6) indicating that peak volume results would be eligible for quantification by SAM in all cases. The LG, EI 4 , and EI 5 peak integration methods produced the lowest average e rel,SAM values (4.3, 6.6, and 7.7%) and also the lowest maximum magnitude e rel,SAM values for the PAHs in diesel fuel. However, offset errors were higher for the chlorinated hydrocarbons in the lake water extract, many of which co-eluted with unresolved signal from the complex mixture. The EI 4 and EI 5 methods produced the lowest average e rel,SAM value and also the lowest maximum values for chlorinated hydrocarbons in the lake water extract (LG was not applied to this sample). The EI 4 and EI 5 methods also resulted in high numbers of analytes considered eligible for quantification (e rel,SAM < 50%) in the lake water extract. The LT, DI, and LI peak integration methods fared less well. The LT method produced only 3 analytes considered eligible for quantification by SAM in the lake water extract. The poorer performance of these peak integration methods was attributed to baseline corrections that were not aggressive enough to isolate the analyte signal from the unresolved signal. When unresolved signal is present, an overly conservative baseline inflates the apparent volume of the peak, causing an overestimation of the peak volume. For the LT, LI, DI and EI 6.5 peak integration methods, improper demarcation of the baseline was believed to lead to an overall Table 7 Summary of proportional error factor results, P a , indicative of the presence of matrix effects produced by each peak integration method for 7 PAHs in diesel fuel and 11 chlorinated hydrocarbons in the lake water extract. The max P factor was the single highest P factor among all analytes for each peak integration method. c The min P factor was the single smallest P factor among all analytes for each peak integration method.
overestimation of the standard addition offset and therefore a large offset error. Overall, analysis of the offset errors suggests that the EI 4 , EI 5 , and LG peak integration methods provide more accurate delineations of resolvable analyte signal compared to other methods. For both the e rel,ESM and e rel,SAM data sets, differences among the peak delineation methods were found significant according to the Kruskall-Wallis statistic (p values < 0.01). Proper demarcation of the baseline is especially important for controlling the offset error [45, 59] . We find that the lowest offset errors are consistently obtained using the baseline estimation method of Eilers (EI 4 and EI 5 methods) or using a baseline that is optimized simultaneously together with the peak delineation (LG method).
Diagnosis of matrix effects
Matrix effects change the apparent sensitivity of the instrument, and this is diagnosed by the proportional error factor, P (Eq. (12)). Based on the results of the peak volume reproducibility tests (Section 3.2.1), we defined a proportional error interval of 0.8 < P < 1.2 as indicating an absence of matrix effect. Under the analysis conditions used here, matrix-altered sensitivity is attributed to the inability of the peak integration method to accurately discriminate resolvable analyte signal from the unresolved signal arising from poorly separated constituents in the sample. Matrix interferences were diagnosed separately (Section 3.2.2). Hence the compared P factors of different peak integration methods were viewed as a diagnostic of their comparative skill for avoiding the introduction of matrix effects into the quantification.
For the PAHs in diesel fuel, the P factors ranged from 0.73 for PAH7 (with method LT) to 1.93 for PAH2 (with method LG). The EI 4 , DI, and LG peak integration methods produced acceptable P factors (0.8 < P < 1.2) for 5 out 7 PAHs, indicating the absence of matrix effects (Table 7 and Figs. S9 and S10). However, all of the peak integration methods produced P factors outside of the acceptable range for PAH2 and PAH3, indicating the presence of a substantial matrix effect for these two PAHs. These peaks eluted in close proximity to the raised signal produced by unresolved hydrocarbon complex mixture (Fig. 4) , apparently leading to difficulties in demarcating an appropriate baseline and peak boundaries.
For chlorinated hydrocarbons in the lake water extract, the EI 4 and EI 5 peak integration methods produced P factors within the acceptable range (0.8 < P < 1.2), indicating absence of the matrix effects, for 10 out of 11 analytes. Conversely, the LT method elicited substantial apparent matrix effects for 6 out of 11 analytes. For the LT peak integration method, we interpreted that the local linear baseline correction frequently was unable to discriminate adequately between analyte signal and unresolved signal from the complex mixture, which led to an overestimation of peak volume in many cases (Section 3.2.3) . Additionally, the two-step algorithm often was unable to define the peak boundaries precisely, sometimes incorporating the tails of surrounding peaks to the analyte peak of interest. These failures may have led to a systematic overestimation of the peak volume for the higher concentration levels compared to the lower concentration levels of standard addition, and thus an inflated P factor. A similar situation was observed for the LI peak integration method. Compared to other methods, the LI method tended to expand the peak boundaries, especially for the higher concentration levels of standard addition. Thus the P factors produced by the LI method were slightly larger than those of the LT method. The DI peak integration method was unable to produce acceptable P factors for 7 out of 11 chlorinated standards, indicating frequent substantial matrix effects, and this was mainly attributed to a baseline correction method that was insufficiently aggressive to discriminate the unresolved signal from the analyte signal. Similarly, the Eilers baseline correction with the =10 6.5 apparently was not aggressive enough to remove the unresolved signal from the analyte signal.
When judged by the P factor, the EI 4 and EI 5 peak integration methods were found to be the most effective at eliminating matrix effects for target analytes in the both the certified diesel fuel and the lake water extract, despite the abundant unresolved signal arising from complex mixture in these samples. A comparison of results of the DI and EI methods demonstrated that increased aggressiveness of the baseline correction method resulted in dramatic improvement in the P factor, indicating improved discrimination of the resolvable analyte signal from the unresolved complex mixture signal. Notably, the large variability in the P factor from compound to compound illustrates that the conventional internal standard method (IS) would fail to remove the matrix effect for many of these analytes.
Quantification of PAHs in diesel fuel by GC × GC-FID
The concentration of each target PAH in the certified diesel fuel was estimated using three methods: the external standard method (Eq. (3)); the standard addition method (Eq. (6)); and the external standard method with P correction (Eq. (13)). These determinations were compared to the known PAH concentrations in this reference material (Table 8) .
The external standard method successfully quantified PAH1, PAH5, and PAH6 with accuracy of < 0.07 mg L −1 when using peak volumes given by any of the peak integration methods ( Table 8) . The ESM was considered inadequate to perform quantifications for PAH7, which was present in the diesel fuel at a concentration of only 0.05 mg L −1 , based on the high ESM offset errors observed for all peak integration methods (see Section 3.2.3). For PAH4, which was present at 0.11 mg L −1 , ESM quantifications with the EI 6.5 , EI 5 , Table 8 Quantifications of 7 PAH standards (mg L −1 ) in diesel fuel using ESM, SAM, and ESM with P correction. The peak integration method acronyms are explained in Table 2 a The reference concentration of each PAH in the certified diesel fuel (listed uncertainty is ±10%).
b The offset error of this PAH standard was larger than 50%, thus the analyte was considered non-quantifiable (nq).
c AAD of concentration is the absolute average deviation between the reference concentrations and the estimated concentration, excluding the nq values, using each peak integration method.
d Max AD is the maximum absolute deviation between the reference concentrations and the estimated concentrations using each peak integration method.
and LG methods were considered ineligible based on high ESM offset errors. However the remaining methods (LT, LI, EI 4 , and DI) led to reasonable ESM quantifications having accuracy of <0.03 mg L −1 for PAH4. The ESM gave poor results for PAH2 and PAH3, with errors of roughly 0.60 mg L −1 and 0.30 mg L −1 , respectively, for all the peak integration methods. This corresponds to 100% overestimation of PAH2, and a 70% overestimation of PAH3, using any of the peak integration methods. This outcome was attributed to a significant matrix effect that affected all of the peak integration methods, already diagnosed by the large P factors for these two PAHs (Section 3.2.4).
Standard additions led to improved quantification results for PAHs, using peak volumes given by any of the peak integration methods (Table 8 ). Compared to the ESM, the SAM produced drastically improved quantifications for both PAH2 and PAH3, confirming the previous diagnosis that these two PAHs were impacted by matrix effect. When corrected for matrix effects, some peak integration methods still produced better peak volumes than others. Using the SAM quantification based on EI 4 , EI 5 , or LG peak integration methods, we achieved a quantification error of 0.07 mg L −1 or less for all 7 PAHs in diesel fuel. This provided quantitatively meaningful concentration estimates for several of the PAHs, which had concentrations ranging from 0.05 to 0.60 mg L −1 . The uncertainty levels provided by Restek were ±10% for each of the known PAH concentrations in the certified diesel fuel reference material.
Among the peak integration methods assessed here, the EI 4 , EI 5 , and LG methods produced the best quantifications for PAHs in diesel fuel, but only after correction for matrix effects using standard addition. In previous sections, the EI 4 and EI 5 peak integration methods were found to produce the best results for peak volume reproducibility, average response factor, and offset error. These methods both feature an aggressive baseline correction.
All of peak integration methods produced erroneous peak volumes for PAH2 and PAH3, despite that these two compounds appeared reasonably well-separated in the GC × GC chromatogram. A standard addition procedure effectively eliminated these matrix effects.
3.2.6. Quantification of target chlorinated hydrocarbons in the lake water extract by GC × GC-ECD In contrast to the PAHs in the certified diesel fuel, the concentrations of the 11 target chlorinated hydrocarbons in the lake water extract are not known a priori, although their presence has been confirmed qualitatively by GC × GC-ENCI-TOFMS (Section 3.1). Hence we can assess the quantifications of chlorinated hydrocarbons by GC × GC-ECD only using indirect measures.
External standard method quantification depended strongly on the peak integration method used to determine the analyte peak volume ( Table 9 ). The three EI methods led to valid ESM quantifications for all 11 of the considered target chlorinated hydrocarbon analytes. However the DI, LI, and LT methods fell short of this success rate, due to either a large ESM offset error (Section 2.7.3) or due to failure to detect the analyte in the sample. For example, using LT peak volumes, the ESM was able to quantify only 3 of the 11 target analytes. Among the analytes that were quantified, different peak integration methods led to ESM quantifications that often disagreed by > 0.5 g mL −1 (Fig. 6 ). This represents substantial disagreement for a set analytes having estimated concentrations ranging from 0.1 to 4.2 g mL −1 .
Compared to the external calibration procedure, the standard addition method produced fewer valid quantifications. The EI and LI peak integration methods enabled SAM quantifications of 8 or more of the 11 target chlorinated hydrocarbon analytes, whereas the DI and LT methods led to a lower success rate for quantification. Unsuccessful quantifications resulted from either a large SAM relative offset error or failure to detect the analyte in the unspiked sample (Section 3.2.3).
However the standard addition procedure leads to substantially improved agreement among the quantification estimates produced by different peak integration methods, compared to quantifications by external standard method (Table 10 and Fig. 6 ). Among the analytes that could be quantified by SAM, different peak integration methods led to quantifications that exhibited improved agreement with each other, usually within < 0.5 g mL −1 . Compared to the ESM quantifications, the standard additions eliminated consideration of the most difficult or "pathological" cases (those exhibiting a large offset error) and compensated for matrix effects for the remaining analytes.
These results indicate that the peak integration methods differ markedly in their ability to eliminate matrix effects. To further evaluate this hypothesis, we compared SAM quantification results to ESM quantification results, among the analytes that could be quantified with both methods (Table 10) . We find that the EI 4 peak integration method produces quantifications that are in agreement to within 0.25 g mL −1 , on average, when using SAM versus when using ESM for the quantification. The EI 5 method gives results similar to EI 4 , whereas the LI and LT integration methods exhibit much larger discrepancies for quantification by SAM versus by ESM. This result lends direct support to the interpretation that the EI 4 and EI 5 Table 9 Quantification of target chlorinated hydrocarbon concentrations (g mL −1 ) in the lake water extract sample by ESM, SAM, and ESM with P correction. The peak integration method acronyms are explained in Table 2 b "nd" indicates that a peak was not detected by the automated matching algorithms in the sample. methods eliminated some matrix effects that confound the ESM quantification, whereas other peak integration methods exhibited less skill at this task. This conclusion is consistent with the findings presented in Sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.4.
Table 10
The averaged differences between the concentrations quantified by SAM and by ESM for chlorinated hydrocarbons (g mL −1 ). The peak integration method acronyms are explained in Table 2 . a AAD of concentration is the absolute average deviation between the concentration quantified by SAM and the concentration quantified using ESM, excluding the nq values, for each peak integration method.
b Max AD is the maximum absolute deviation between the concentration quantified by SAM and the concentration quantified by ESM, excluding the nq values, for each peak integration method. 6 . The deviation of the quantified concentration produced by each peak integration method from the median quantified concentration of all peak integration methods, for all quantified analytes, in g mL −1 : (a) using the external standard calibration method; (b) using the standard addition calibration method; (c) using the external standard calibration method with P correction.
Conclusions
Recent years have featured extensive developments in new methods for analyzing GC × GC data, including methods to demarcate the baseline and methods to detect and delineate analyte peaks. Taken together, a baseline algorithm and a peak delineation algorithm formulate a complete peak integration method. However little has been done to evaluate peak integration methods for their ability to produce reliable quantifications of analytes in GC × GC chromatograms of real samples. Here, we attempt to address the gap that lies between existing GC × GC peak integration methods and the objective criteria needed to achieve confident analyte quantification in real samples analyzed by GC × GC-FID and GC × GC-ECD.
Using chemometric tests that can be applied to real samples, we assessed several peak integration methods for their abilities to distinguish resolvable analyte signal from unresolved signal and from the instrument background signal. We find that proper demarcation of the baseline is important for achieving a low offset error, good integrated analyte signal reproducibility, proportional integrated signal response, avoidance of matrix effects, and good analyte quantification. The magnitude of the offset error is found to be a good indicator of proper demarcation of the baseline. Some baseline algorithms were found to be overly conservative, including both the GC Image deadband algorithm and the ChromaTOF local linear baseline. These baselines led to inflated offset errors and decreased reliability at analyte quantification. In contrast, the Eilers algorithm, when parameterized to estimate an aggressive baseline ( = 10 4 or 10 5 ), was associated with the best performance in all of our chemometric tests, and this also produced the best analyte quantifications. Our results show that proper demarcation of the baseline is crucial for obtaining reliable, quantitative results from GC × GC univariate data.
Delineation of GC × GC analyte peaks is challenging, and the choice of algorithm is important. The GC Image inverted watershed algorithm and ChromaTOF two-step algorithm both were successful for achieving quantitative delineation of most analytes. However the inverted watershed algorithm sometimes produced inappropriate fragmentations of analyte peaks, leading to large errors in proportional integrated signal response and analyte quantification. Both the inverted watershed and two-step algorithms also sometimes incorporated surrounding unresolved signal together with the analyte signal. This behavior was associated with poor proportional signal response, inflated offset error, and/or altered apparent instrument sensitivity. Interestingly, the choice of baseline algorithm has a substantial impact on the skill of the peak delineation algorithm, even though these algorithms are usually applied in two separate steps. With conservative baseline corrections that aggregate unresolved signal together with the analyte signal, the peak delineation algorithms were prone to define the peak boundary over a region that further exceeded the analyte signal footprint. These combined effects can lead to substantial overestimates of the integrated peak volume.
We show that peak integration methods differ in their tendency to eliminate or generate apparent matrix effects. This is a key consideration when choosing the combination of algorithms to apply to a complex sample. Apparent matrix effects arise from improper discrimination of the analyte signal from the unresolved signal, and thus both the baseline algorithm and peak delineation algorithm are important. Using a traditional standard addition procedure, we find that some peak integration methods avoid matrix effects much more consistently than others. Among the algorithms tested here, the choice of baseline algorithm constituted the chief factor for controlling apparent matrix effects. When judged by either proportional signal response or by apparent instrument sensitivity, the aggressive Eilers baseline ( = 10 4 or 10 5 ) led to the most successful elimination of matrix effects. Simply by applying the inverted watershed peak delineation algorithm with two different baseline algorithm (Eilers baseline versus deadband baseline), we find dramatic differences in the resulting severity of apparent matrix effects (Table 7) . This illustrates clearly the importance of the baseline correction step for controlling matrix effects.
Peak detection was not investigated extensively in this study. Nonetheless, we find that different peak integration methods lead to different sets of detected peaks in the GC × GC chromatogram, and the baseline plays an important role for peak detection. For example, when applied to a GC × GC-ECD chromatogram of lake water extract that was baseline-corrected with an aggressive Eilers algorithm, the inverted watershed delineation algorithm successfully detected all 17 chlorinated hydrocarbon analytes that had been independently confirmed by GC × GC-ENCI-TOFMS. However when the same chromatogram was subjected to less aggressive baseline algorithms, the inverted watershed algorithm found only 15 or fewer of the confirmed analytes (Table 3) .
A source of error not discussed in this work is the propagation of analysis replicate uncertainty into the final analyte quantification. These random errors are embedded in our quantification results, which are based on replicate GC × GC analyses of real samples. However we did not specifically diagnose for the impact of replicates variability on our quantification results, which could be handled by applying a propagation of error analysis.
The proposed chemometric tests in this investigation are useful for diagnosing and handling certain sources of error that arise during the quantification of analytes by GC × GC-ECD and GC × GC-FID. However, these tests do not provide a rigorous diagnosis of the reasons behind the failure of a certain combination of baseline correction and peak delineation method, and further study is needed in this direction. Among the peak integration methods assessed here, the EI 4 , EI 5 and LG methods gave the best results for chemometric tests. However, the LG method suffered a high rate of convergence failure when applied to complex matrix. Presently we recommend the EI 4 and EI 5 peak integration methods for analyte quantification of real samples. The aggressive baseline provided by the Eilers algorithm (using = 10 4 or 10 5 ) was associated with the best chemometric test results and the most accurate analyte quantification results. Compared to other baseline methods, the aggressive Eilers baseline also improved the delineation behavior of the inverted watershed algorithm, leading to the fewest incidences of improperly split peaks, for example. Additionally, the EI 4 and EI 5 methods performed better than other methods for eliminating unresolved signal that gave rise to apparent matrix effects. However it is important to recognize that none of the peak integration methods tested here were immune to matrix effects, manifest as overlap or co-elution between the target analyte signal and the unresolved signal. Ultimately, the analyst has to decide which algorithms are most appropriate for quantifying signal data on a case by case basis. Further assessments of these and other methods for peak detection and peak integration, including methods dedicated to signal deconvolution, would be very useful follow-up work to the present study. The diagnostic approaches presented here should provide guidance for further efforts to assess the performance of these and other algorithms, including further studies with other analytes and other samples.
